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- Suppose insurance company offers full insurance
  - Total premium at **actuarially fair** rates is
    - $\pi = p_L L$ if $I$ thinks $D$ will be careful
    - $\pi = p_H L$ if $I$ thinks $D$ will be careless
  - But after signing contract, driver’s income is $y - \pi$ regardless whether gets into accident or not
  - $D$ does not take care since
    $$u^{\text{take care}} = y - \pi - c < y - \pi = u^{\text{careless}}$$
- Insurer will anticipate this **moral hazard** behavior
  - Sets $\pi = p_H L$ and $D$ is worse off!

Moral hazard increases the insurance premium; if the driver could credibly promise to be careful, he would be better off
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- but if effort is unobservable, wage cannot depend on \( e \)

\[ \Rightarrow \text{for a fixed wage } w, \text{ agent chooses } e = 0 \text{ since} \]

\[ w - c_1 > w - c_0 \text{ regardless of } w \]

a fixed salary gives no incentives; the agent will not work hard but be lazy (moral hazard problem)
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- adverse selection = hidden information
  - arises from costs of distinguishing among individuals with different characteristics
- moral hazard = hidden action
  - arises from costs of measuring and controlling different behavior of individuals
- both problems can cause market failure
- in practice: both problems relevant
- which dominates depends on circumstances (compare health insurance with fire insurance)